Estimating lung mechanics of dogs with unilateral lung injury.
Extended least-squares algorithms using transpulmonary pressure and airway flow data from ventilatory waveforms were studied for their ability to track parameters of one- and two-compartment models of lung mechanics. A recursive extended least-squares algorithm with discounted measures estimated parameters of discrete-time models during synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation. In tests on seven dogs developing oleic acid-induced unilateral hemorrhagic pulmonary edema, the one-compartment estimator responded rapidly and appropriately to changes in mechanics: compliance fell to 0.55 +/- 0.15 of its initial value and resistance rose by a factor of 1.8 +/- 0.5 in 3 h following injection of oleic acid. One-compartment parameter estimates revealed a difference between the airway resistance of inspiration and expiration. Two-compartment estimates were seldom physiologically plausible. The difference between inspiratory and expiratory resistance may have caused the two-compartment estimator to fail when applied to data from the entire respiratory cycle; when only expiratory data were used for estimation, the two-compartment estimates were meaningful. These estimates demonstrated increasing lung inhomogeneity after oleic acid was injected; at the end of 3 h, the ratio of the time constants of the two compartments ranged from 5 to 20 in six of the seven dogs. We conclude that the one- and two-compartment estimates may be combined to provide a meaningful assessment of lung mechanics.